




































































Great letter….from Fantastic Gary Montgomery 
to Denny! 

 
Hi Denny, 
I want to thank you again for allowing me to participate in your high energy and  High Trust 
workshop. I thoroughly enjoyed Thursday and Friday night .  I have read all the evaluations from 
Joe over the last couple of years and always thought about attending. 
  
From your workshop I learned that a lot of what I have done in the classroom and teach to 
beginning teachers has been confirmed,…….. but I also learned some new skills too.  
 •Just in the two days I heard, neutralizing arguing, the use of “encouragement” vs.   
  “praise” and rewards  

•ask lots of questions 
•what you model you teach (what you permit you teach),  
•focus on the positive etc.  

 
I have even used your words to clarify mine (with full credit to your High Trust workshops). 
Sometimes too many teacher focus on the forest and don’t even get to the part of comparing the 
trees. 
  
My special take a-ways were:  
1st…no one respects anyone they can insult or begs ( a gem for beginning teachers). I found 
myself just this year trying to explain that to a beginning teacher.  
2nd…Too many want love rather than respect and only honest and mutual love can come through 
respect.  
3rd…My other take away had to do with controllers and ARFF.  
4th…Live your code and some won’t like you; compromise your code and you end up not 
likening  yourself…(why I left teaching early and came back late…to live my code of 
teaching. 
  
Bottom-line what I heard you say over and over is, “It is really about relationships.”  Teaching is 
truly done best as a performing art as you describe it. One of my first interviews for a high 
school social studies teaching and coaching position, I told the interviewer that I likened teacher 
to acting and performing for students, and the way they poked around that question, I feel sure 
that one lost me the job offer (their loss). 
  
I would have loved to sit down with you over a “drink”, Pepsi for me please and no judgment on 
what you might want as a refreshment.  
 
Take care and I wish you continued success. 
  
Gary Montgomery 
 



Emails that just came in….. 
  

Denny,….I first of all want to thank you for your 
support and teaching me how to be the most 
successful teacher I can be, and how I should respect 
myself.  
 
Second I respect you so much and cherish who you 
are.  
 
Your friend, 
E.  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Denny,  
 
I would love to share a success!!  
I am working in a well known class today and I knew I 
needed to be the perfect performer!  I was on the 
moment the bell ring! They were I was making them give 
me such weird looks and I LOVED IT!!!! From that 
moment I knew I had their attention!! They have been 
fallowing me wherever I go seeing what I am going to do 
next. I know I couldn't have done this without your 
teaching thi weekend!!!! Thank you so much!!!!!! 
 
G. 
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